ADVISORY BULLETIN
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Required Marihuana Testing Points
The purpose of this bulletin is to inform the public, medical marihuana licensees, and adult use
marihuana licensees of the Michigan Regulatory Agency’s testing requirements of marihuana
and marihuana-infused products. Detailed information regarding testing methods and limitations
can be found here in the Safety Compliance Facility Sampling and Testing Information
document posted in MRA Technical Bulletins. Facilities may choose to test their products at
additional points in the supply chain at any time.
The Agency requires testing of marihuana and marihuana-infused products at the following two
points in the supply chain:
•

•

After harvest: Harvested marihuana must pass required tests before it is transferred
from a grower to a processor or a provisioning center.
o Exception: Requests for Live Resin are permitted to allow growers to bypass the
initial required tests and submit flash frozen marihuana plant material directly to a
processor.
After processing: Marihuana and marihuana-infused products in their final state must
pass required tests before they are transferred from a processor to a provisioning center.

Marihuana flower products that will not be processed into a different product form only require
the after harvest compliance testing. Remediated marihuana product must pass the previous
failed test on two separate testing instances in order to receive a passed test.
Test results will be recorded in the statewide monitoring system by the licensed safety
compliance facility. The grower or processor that provided the test sample will be able to view
the testing results in the statewide monitoring system once they have been recorded.
A caregiver may choose to have his or her product tested by a licensed safety compliance
facility, but those tests will not be recorded or tracked in the statewide monitoring system
Licensed provisioning centers can sell or transfer marihuana to a registered qualifying patient or
registered primary caregiver only after it has been tested and displays the label with the safety
compliance facility name where compliance testing was conducted.

Questions can be sent to the Marijuana Regulatory Agency Enforcement Section
via email at MRA-Enforcement@michigan.gov
For more information about the Marijuana Regulatory Agency, please visit
www.michigan.gov/MRA
This advisory bulletin does not constitute legal advice and is subject to change. Licensees are encouraged to seek
legal counsel to ensure their operations comply with all applicable laws and rules.

